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The Flaubert heating network integrates three innovations: a thermal solar field composed of
innovative panels, a Phase Change Material (PCM) heat storage and a smart management tool. The
solar system is coupled with the phase change material heat storage. PCM storages have been tested
in a research context. But the integration of this component at industrial scale in a district heating
network is a real innovation. The overall management of the thermal energy flows is a challenge as
well. Modulation of heating demand with a smart managment optimizes of the use of equipment and
modules the potential to smooth demand peaks on the district heating network.
The main benefits expected are decreased carbon dioxide emissions by substituting fossil energy with
renewable energy, limite the use of expensive fuel, reduced cost for the final user and master the
solution for limited ground area from high urbanized cities.
This project is part of the “Gentlemen Agreement” signed by CCIAG and CEA, so the monitoring will
be fully achieved in the next 12 months as agreed.
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Since 1960 the Compagnie de Chauffage de Grenoble (CCIAG) and its more than 200 collaborators
are delegated to provide the energy necessary for the heating and the production of domestic hot
water in 7 municipalities of the Grenoble conurbation: Eybens, Échirolles, Pont de Claix, La Tronche,
Saint Martin d'Hères, Gières and Grenoble. The district heating network is the second largest in
France and has more than 170 km of pipes. The CCIAG operates with high temperatures (between
120°C and 180°C) and with high pression. The Compagnie uses six different fuels distributed on the
five heating power plants.

Figure 1 CCIAG’s fuel mix
These fuels can be classified in two main categories: fuels forming the basis of the energy mix
(household waste, wood, coal and animal meal) and fuels used by complement generators (natural
gas and fuel oil).

Figure 2 Grenoble DH power by fuel (winter day)
This graph shows the morning power peak (mainly from 5 a.m to 9 a.m) and the night peak (mainly
from 18 p.m to 22 p.m).
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The Flaubert heating network host three innovations: a coupled installation of thermal solar field
composed of innovative panels and a Phase Change Material (PCM) heat storage added by a smart
management tool to optimize their use. The main benefits expected are :
 decreased carbon dioxide emissions by substituting fossil energy with renewable energy;
 limit the use of expensive fuel;
 reduced cost for the final user;
 master the solution for limited ground area from high urbanized cities.
The implementation of the low pressure (LP) and low temperature heating network connects one
new building with 37 dwellings in Flaubert area for the timeframe of CityZen project. This innovative
LP heating network combines:
1. local solar thermal generation of about 155 kW;
2. centralized Phase Change Materials (high-density energy) storage of 120 kWh;
3. smart management and regulation of thermal energy flows.
Within the City-zen project timeframe, only the first building (Salammbô) is connected to the new
heating loop. The second one, Haut Bois (a passive building) will be finished before summer 2019 if
no delays (what matches with the end of the City-Zen project), therefore, no guarantee can be given
regarding delivery dates. The remaining part of the dwellings will be connected after City-zen project
has ended. The construction of the Salammbô building (37 dwellings) by the local social housing
company Actis that hosts the substation HP/LP was delayed as a result of two successive legal actions
against the construction permit. Many attempts were made to find an alternative building in the
area, unfortunately without success.
About 290 dwellings are expected to be connected to the heating network by 2020.

Location of the LP
substation, PCM storage
and LP/HP exchanger
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Figure 3 Flaubert urban program
The energy sources (district heating and solar radiation) and the heating demands of buildings, in
general, do not match each other for time based considerations. Thermal energy storage provides a
reservoir of energy to meet the energy needs at all times. A Phase Change Material (PCM) is a
substance with a high melting temperature which, liquifying and solidifying, is capable of storing and
releasing large amounts of energy. The main advantage of PCMs is its increased storage density
(about 72 kWh/m3 for the Flaubert storage compared to 41kWh/m3 for hot water storage),
important solution for limited ground area from high urbanized cities.
The solution is illustrated in the figure 4 bellow:

Figure 4 Diagram of the head of the Flaubert district heating loop

This architecture is justified by the following reasoning. To simplify the reflection, we describe and
summarize two main situations or modes, namely the winter and the summer modes, in the
following tables:
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Average HP heating
grid CO2 content
Winter mode

Night

Morning

Day

Evening

(-)
Biomass base load

Summer mode

(- -)
Biomass base load

(+ +)
Biomass base load
+ large use of gas
and fuel burners
(-)
Biomass base load

(~)
Biomass base load
+ minor use of gas
and fuel burners
(- -)
Biomass base load

(+ +)
Biomass base load
+ large use of gas
and fuel burners
(-)
Biomass base load

Table 1 Average HP heating grid CO2 content (summer and winter mode)

Contribution of equipements regarding seasonal/day time use :
Winter mode
Average HP heating
grid CO2 content
PCM storage
Thermal
solar
production

Night
-

Morning
++

Day
~

Evening
++

Charge (+ + )

Discharge

Charge (+)
Production (- -)

Discharge

Table 2 Contribution of equipements – winter mode

Summer mode
Main
DH
CO2
content
PCM storage
Thermal
solar
production

NIght
--

Morning peak
-

Day
--

Evening peak
-

Charge

Discharge

Charge
Production / Over
production

Discharge

Table 3 Contribution of equipements – summer mode
These tables show that the PCM module will mostly be used to discharge energy during the morning
and evening peaks. During winter, solar production will remain very limited so the main HP heating
grid will source most of LP grid’s energy needs. The top table also shows that charging at nighttime in
winter mode will limit the use of high CO2 content energy from the HP heating grid. In summer, the
solar panels will produce part and sometimes exceed the total thermal power requested by the LP
heating grid. In such situation, the excess solar production will be stored in the PCM module.
The PCM storage located in the Flaubert substation, has two main operate modes:
 Summer mode: consists in storing the excess of solar energy during solar production peaks in
the middle of the day and releasing the stored energy during evening and morning when
DHW production peaks; it allows to adjust the mismatch between solar radiation and energy
needs.
 Winter mode: consists in shaving the morning peaks by storing DHW energy during low
demand periods (night, when the DHW production is the base line one mainly renewable
sourced from the biomass burner) and released later during consumption peaks (when the
DHW production is less renewable sourced with additional contribution from gas and oil
burner ); it allows to curtail energy demand peaks, thereby optimizing energy efficiency and
the use of renewable energy.
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Developing efficient control strategies for district heating networks is one of the main challenges to
reduce thermal distribution losses, to optimize the use of renewable and recovered energy, and
therefore, to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The energy management system will allow connecting
new energy producers and consumers (loads or resources). It will be designed in order that the
specific developed algorithm could be implemented in the controller. This includes the choice of the
communication protocol, the type of controllers, the metrology and the programming. In this task,
the focus is on tuning and finalizing this management algorithm and implementing it. The
implementation is followed by a robustness check to ensure a reliable and well implemented
management system is launched.
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This chapter is dedicated to the construction phase:
 Equipment of High Pressure / Low Pressure substation (heat exchangers, pumps)
 Implementation of storage equipment (storage, exchangers, pumps)
 Implementation and realization of thermal solar collector,
 Realization of Low Pressure network, up to the delivery positions
 Connection with High Pressure network
 Connection to data centralization and supervision

The planned energy consumption levels of the Flaubert North Eco-neighborhood are known as
follows.

Figure 5 Forecast of heat consumption of the Flaubert North Eco-neighborhood.
The HP/LP substation and the loop called "Flaubert" is able to supply the needs up to a power
demand of 2 MW. The performance of the buildings should allow considering the following power
demand (winter, based for a temperature of -11°C):
 1 building (Salammbô) 200 kW maximum
 To be extended to 1500 kW maximum in 2020.
The needs of the loop can be provided by one or more suppliers:
 HP/HT Grenoble district heating (main city loop)
 The solar field that can produce water between 60°C and 90°C
 Storage (during discharge phase) that will operate at variable rate and variable
temperatures, between 70°C and 80°C. During this phase, the storage output temperature is
highly variable and decreasing over time. For constant power operation, the flow rate of the
Flaubert LP/LT loop will vary increasingly to compensate for the drop in output temperature.
DELIVERABLE D6.10 | CO confidential
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The power resulting from the discharge of the storage will have to be supplemented by a
complementary power coming from the exchanger HP/LP or the solar field to be able to satisfy the
temperature range. This power is called the bound power.

Figure 6 Planed trench between the Bifurk and the substation

Constraints related to the first period with only 1 building (Salammbô): The summer DHW needs will
take place on slots (6h-9h and 19h-22h) during which the solar production is a priori limited. "Standalone" operation via storage discharge and tied power solar generation seems to be limited to one
cycle per day (afternoon calls). The second discharge will be in the morning using the energy storage
from the Grenoble DH.
The following figure shows a diagram of the production unit of the Flaubert loop, with the position of
the Salammbô building, the PCM storage module and the solar field.
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Figure 7 diagram of the Flaubert loop

The high pressure/low pressure heat exchanger connects the low pressure Flaubert heating network
loop with the main district heating network. The supply of temperature to the Flaubert loop is
controlled at the heat exchanger. Hydraulically, the heat storage is implemented in parallel to the
HP/LP Heat Exchanger during charging phase and in series (pre-heating) of the HP/LP Heat Exchanger
during discharging phase. Discharge mode consists in heating the cold line upstream HP/LP Heat
Exchanger during consumption peaks in order to limit the thermal power exacted from the main (HP)
network.
When the PCM module is in charge the inlet water is drawn from the supply branch (hot line) and
exits into the return branch (cold line). This implementation scheme is justified by the fusion
temperature of the selected PCM, which starts to melt at 69°C and is fully liquid at 74°C. This melting
temperature range is not high enough for an implementation of the storage in parallel to the HP/LP
heat exchanger in discharge mode. In addition the fusion temperature of the PCM has to remain
lower than 105°C for safety reasons to the PCM. In discharge mode, both in and out water comes
from and goes into the return branch (cold line). The solar field also uses water from the return
branch, and outlet water flows into the same branch, right before the heat exchanger.
This implementation allows 7 operating cases:
 100% by Grenoble HP/HT district heating (DH)
 100% heat storage’s discharge
 By the heat storage’s discharge and district heating
 100% solar fields (possibly summer-mid-season when heating demand is weak)
 By the heat storage’s discharge and by the solar fields if the charge call is sufficient and
limited
 By the solar fields and extra Grenoble HP/HT district heating (DH)
 By the heat storage’s discharge, available solar and extra Grenoble HP/HT district heating
(DH)
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District
heating
(DH)
x

Montage
100% by district heating (DH)
100% heat storage’s discharge

Supply network
Heat
storage’s Solar fields
discharge

x

x

100% solar fields

x

Heat storage’s discharge and by the solar fields
Solar fields and extra DH
Heat storage’s discharge, available solar and extra DH

x
x

H2018 (1 building)

H2020

usual

usual

Impossible because storage in preload and available
temperature lower than LP loop temperature need

x

Heat storage’s discharge and district heating

Occurrence

x

x

x

x
x

Impossible for calls with
powers below about 50 kW
rare
Impossible for calls with
powers below about 50 kW
usual
usual

usual
rare
Impossible because solar
power < 150 kW
usual
usual

Table 4 Substation operating cases

Flaubert district substation that will host the storage is composed of:
 A HP/LP heat exchanger between the main network (High Pressure network, ~20 bars) and
the substation (Low Pressure, 4 bars)
 A heat exchanger to transfers heat from the substation to the Salammbô building
 A hydraulic circuit (pressure 4 bars) with a hot line (normal temperature 72°C, temperature
during storage charging phase 85°C), a cold line (temperature 47°C) and two circulation
pumps in parallel (for redundancy)
 The PCM storage
 An hydraulic connection to the thermal solar field
The actual implementation of the HP/LP substation is completely finished. The substation is working
under the definite power supply and we did the entry into service of the equipment in February
2019.

Figure 8 Extension of the HP district heating network to Flaubert block
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Figure 9 Salammbô building achieved

Figure 10 Substation empty
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Figure 11 Substation ongoing implementation
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Figure 12 Substation controller
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This chapter is dedicated to the design of a heat storage system prototype based on phase change
material technology.

The PCM storage concept selected for the Flaubert district application is based on shell and tubes
heat exchanger technology. Basically a PCM storage is a vessel including a PCM that melts to store
energy and solidifies to discharge it. To transfer heat to the coolant fluid, the vessel encompasses a
heat exchanger.
Due to their simplicity, ease of fabrication and lower cost, tube and shell heat exchangers with fins
embedded in the PCM are the most common heat transfer enhancement technique. The technology
selected for this project, in which the heat exchanger is formed by a network of finned tubes with
water flowing inside the tubes and PCM located outside the tubes and around the fins. The flow
distribution between the tubes is done using top and bottom collecting volumes.

Figure 13 diagram of the PCM fort he Flaubert loop
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During the charge, the hot coolant fluid (water at a temperature higher than the PCM melting
temperature) enters into the storage from the top collector, flows through the storage inside the
tubes, transferring heat to the PCM, and exits the storage by the bottom collector. During this phase,
PCM is mostly at constant temperature and absorbs heat due to a solid to liquid phase change.
During the discharge, the cold coolant fluid (water at a temperature lower than the PCM melting
temperature) enters the storage from the bottom collector, flows through the storage inside the
tubes, recovering heat from the PCM, and exits the storage by the top collector at a temperature
close to the melting temperature of the PCM. During this phase, PCM is mostly at constant
temperature and releases heat due to a liquid to solid phase change.
A significant characteristic of a tube and shell PCM storage has to be mentioned here: the heat
exchange pinch during the charging and discharging phases leads to recover heat at a lower
temperature than the charging temperature. A temperature of 85°C has been selected considering
that the PCM is fully melted at 74°C, accounting for a heat transfer pinch of 5°C and considering
some margin. This implementation scheme is justified by the fusion temperature of the selected
PCM, which starts to melt at 69°C and is fully liquid at 74°C.
This characteristic has to be kept in mind for the phase of PCM selection: a PCM with a fusion
temperature too close to the hot or the cold temperature available will not be suitable for the
application.
A more detailed deliverable from the CEA about this subject is available (D 3.12 Final report for
the design of a phase change material heat storage).

For the fabrication of the PCM storage tank, we did a call for tender and we had two bids. CIC ORIO,
located a few kilometers from Grenoble, had the best bid. The fabrication had a few days of delayed
but not compromising the planning. The fabrication was finished at July 2018.
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Figure 14 fabrication of the PCM storage tank at CIC ORIO
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Because the PCM storage tank is smaller than designed at the beginning of the project, the
reinforcement of the substation ground with the concrete beams was not well dimensioned, the
distance between the beams is too large of the actual storage. As a correction action, we designed a
distribution base plate and it took 2 weeks to be fabricated.

Figure 15 substation plan, focus on the PCM storage installation

For the transportation, we designed two steel transport cradles as wood ones will not be strong
enough to support the weight. It took 3 weeks to be fabricated.
After a few modifications on the transportation plan, we did if end October 2018, it took 2 days (one
to charge the PCM storage on the truck and another one to discharge and install it inside the
substation.
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Figure 16 charging the PCM storage tank on the truck
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Figure 17 discharging the PCM storage tank inside the substation
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Both transportation and installation were very delicate because the tank was already instrumented
with all the thermocouple probes.

Figure 18 installation of the PCM storage tank inside the substation

In December 2018 we did the reception of the tank, all the thermocouple probes were operational
and we also tested under hydraulic pressure.

Figure 19 PCM storage tank after the installation and insulated
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We finished the filling of the PCM inside the tank end of January/beginning of February 2019. The
CEA estimated two weeks of work, the CCIAG estimated 1 week. At the end, the task took 3 complete
days to be finished.

Figure 20 filling up the PCM

We did the first charge beginning April and we had some technical problems for a few days but
nothing too serius.
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After 2 months of manually tests, we had some interesting results.





Storage volume (insulated): 5.4m3
Energy (average of charges): 178 kW.h – Storage density 33 kW.h/m3
Energy (maximum charges) : 192 kW.h – Storage density 35 kW.h/m3
Between [55 – 80] °C : 2 times the density of a water thermocline storage

A more detailed deliverable from the CEA about this subject is available (D 7.13 Report on the
monitoring of the PCM storage in off-design conditions).

Figure 21 PCM getting melted inside the tank
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This chapter is dedicated to the solar thermal implementation.

At the beginning of the project, the solar panels were planned to be installed at the rooftop of the
Flaubert’s residential buildings but the architect of the new neighborhood area planned “social use”
to the rooftops (shared vegetable garden, external lounge, bar,) so we needed to find another
option.
The chosen solution is a building used for an association called Bifurk. The building has an exhibition
hall, concert hall, skate park, offices and others rooms for social and community use. It is an old
warehouse so structural studies were needed.

Figure 22 Localization of the Bifurk building

The trench lengths for the pipes between the Bifurk and the substation is about 140 meters at the
total.
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The photos bellow gives an external view of the Bifurk building. We can note that a part of the roof is
inclined. The tilt is about 30° and the orientation is southwest. These conditions are quite good for
the operating of the solar field.

External view

Roof view
Figure 23 Bifurk building

Regarding to the internal occupation of the building, some parts of the structure cannot be
strengthened. As a result, the tilted part of the roof cannot be fully covered with panels. There will
be 2 areas: a first area of 200 m² and a second area of 30 m² (Figure 24). A technical room is also
available in the building.

Technical room

Figure 24 Available area on the Bifurk roof
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Figure 25 The two fields at the Bifurk roof
Concerning the solar panels, two solar champs are expected to be implemented:
- For the large area (~200m²): we expected to test large flat plate collector or a new
technology, depending on the results of the bids.
- For the small area (~24m²): we will test vacuum plate collector from TVP Solar
company innovated new technology.
Vacuum plate collector are more recent products, their thermal characteristics allow a possible
operating at high temperature or under low solar irradiation. Thus the use of both technologies on
the Bifurk building is a good way to make a comparison under real operating conditions. This
technology is highly interesting for the CCIAG as we can use the same collector to do a cold
production (with an absorption machine) and work with higher temperature in the solar loop (this
technology allows to go up to 180°C).
A more detailed deliverable from the CEA about this subject is available (D 3.13 Report on solar
solutions for district heating network).

Solar production is estimated from the characteristics of a flat plate collector field of 178 m2 and the
24 m2 TVP solar field. The thermal losses of the primary solar loop are, at this stage, estimated at
10%. The secondary thermal losses is based in a usual DH pipe.
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The table below shows the solar production from the collectors to the injection in the hot water
Flaubert loop.
Solar irradiation
Angle 30° /
Orientation 22°
1536,4
kWh/m2

273,4
MWh

Gross thermal
production
(collector output)

Primary
heat losses

Primary
thermal
production

Secondary
heat losses

155,4 MWh

15,5 MWh

139,8 MWh

33,8 MWh

Secondary thermal
production
(injected at the
Flaubert loop)
106,1 MWh

Table 5 Calculated solar production
Useful solar production (injected into the network) is estimated at 106.1 MWh / year for a gross solar
output (collector output) of 155.4 MWh / year, giving an overall efficiency about 68%.
To reduce the secondary thermal losses, it is necessary to improve the losses in the secondary loop
with two means of action:
• Lower the diameter of the tube
• Increase insulation (thickness of insulation or the “tubes”)
The decrease in diameter will engaged an increase in the electrical consumption of the secondary
pump. We’re looking for new technologies for this subject.

The Bifurk building has a mechanical structure which needs to be strengthened. In a first studies, we
could notice that the building already has some overload in a few points of the roof structure. A
second study has been done with the La Bifurk users to find the best place to place the holder beam.

Figure 26 Proposal for the construction work for La Bifurk
At first, to be possible to use the full roof, we needed all the yellow structures but because of the
internal occupation of the building (internal structures for the cultural and sportive uses), some parts
of the structure cannot be strengthen (the red crosses). As a result, the tilted part of the roof cannot
be fully covered with panels. There will be 2 areas: a first area of 200 m² and a second area of 30
mFigure 26).
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So at the end, we have the follow design for the structure for the solar collectors.

Figure 27 Proposal for the soar’s structure for La Bifurk (view from above)

Figure 28 Proposal for the solar’s structure for La Bifurk (3D view)
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Figure 29 Proposal for the solar’s structure for La Bifurk with the collectors (3D view)
A technical room is also available in the building. This room is presently occupied by the building
boiler, but there is enough space for all the equipment of the solar field.
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Solar field equipments

Figure 30 Technical room implementation, current (photography) and planned
We finished all the structure studies and the terms of the leasing agreement (usage of La Bifurk
building’s roof) were officially approved and signed at the notary office on 24/01/2019, after months
of legal and administrative discussions.
We started the soil study to perform the call for tender, with the file, we will consult potential
companies and start the discussion with users de La Bifurk building to a construction calendar. After
the selection of the companies, the construction phase will last between 1 and 3 months.
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After a profound analysis of the results of the bids with the CEA and Indiggo, we choose TVP solar for
both champs. After the selection of the companies and a first step of studies, the implementation
phase will last between 1 and 2 months after finished the structure’s work at “La Bifurk” leading to a
commissioning expected for the end of his year.
TVP is a Swiss company based in Geneva, designing, developing, manufacturing, and marketing
innovative and high-performance solar thermal flat plates. We will test the high-vacuum plate
collector, a new technology that has a high interest for CCIAG and to the project as they are designed
as a thermal energy source for large-scale applications between 80°C and 180°C.
We will install 12 collectors type “MT-Power”, a gross area of 24m2.

Figure 31 MT-Power collector (TVP Solar) performance curve
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Figure 32 MT-Power collector (TVP Solar) characteristics
The 12 collectors will be installed in 3 rows of 4 collectors each.

Figure 33 Installation draft for the 12 MT-Power collectors (TVP Solar)
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The panels reception have been done the 29th, they’re storage at Lyon for the moment as the
structure is not ready yeat.

The installation will be completed first semester 2020. A few complications about the structures
delayed the projet : we did a diagnosis asbestos and we found asbestos in some of the areas we need
to do the works for the structure so it complicates the planning.
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This chapter is related to the development of a smart district heating control system for the Flaubert
low pressure district heating network.

The dynamic model of the building used as test case (Le SALAMMBÔ) is first described. Then, the
optimal control application we developed is presented. Finally, simulations results are described and
analyzed to demonstrate the improvements the flexible heat demand management brings to power
consumption.
“Le Salammbô” is a newly built 9-storeys apartment building. It is connected to the Flaubert LP loop
and will serve as a demonstrator to advanced control strategies of space heating demand. “Le
Salammbô” is composed of 37 residential tenements over a total living area of about 2500 m²
located on floors 1 through 8, as well as a few offices over 600 m² most of which are located on the
ground floor. All 37 flats are not identical in terms of geometry, living space or rooms’ number; they
range from 45 m² with one bedroom to 95 m² with four bedrooms and there is even a duplex
between the 7th and the 8th floor. Each floor has an average living area of 375 m², except for the last
two floors which are of 240 m², and a ceiling height of about 2.5m. 1 st and last floors have terraced
areas, while floors in between have balconies.
The building surpasses recommendations from the latest official French thermal regulations (RT
2012), and consumes 20% less energy than the legislation threshold as the will of the municipality.
The RT 2012 provisions revolve around three coefficients used to monitor bioclimatic requirements
and primary energy consumption in residential buildings.The bioclimatic coefficient Bbio is a new
indicator, it measures the building’s efficiency in terms of the need for heating, air conditioning and
lighting, regardless of the energy systems in place. This coefficient reflects the building’s
performance with regard to thermal exchanges and the sun’s contribution as a source of heat and
light. The consumption requirement covers five key areas of a building’s energy consumption:
heating, cooling, lighting, hot water production and auxiliaries (pumps and fans). The maximum
annual energy consumption is set at 50kWh per square metre. This requirement is adjusted to take
account of the building’s geographical situation, type, altitude, surface area and CO2 emissions. The
adjustment for CO2 emissions applies only to heating from biomass and heat networks, and can only
be 30% higher than the initial maximum. In addition, it is compulsory for individual houses to
produce renewable energy.
The traditional approach for providing heat from a district heating network to end-users in a building
is based on the regulation of supply temperature of the hydronic space heating system. The mass
flow rate on the network side is adjusted so that water on the building’s heating system side is
heated at the required temperature, this temperature being set by the consumers according to their
thermal comfort needs.
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The approach that is proposed by a demand side smart management system no longer uses the
temperature as the controlled variable, but the heating power, which will vary in time according to a
computed optimum planning. In practice, power drawn from the network is bounded by those
optimum planning values, which results in lower departure (or “supply”) temperature for heating
water. This also leads to the mean building temperature varying inside pre-defined bounds. The
underlying idea is that the building thermal inertia will allow the inside temperature to be kept into
acceptable comfort limits while using load-shedding (i.e. heating power reduction), and therefore
reduce power drawn from the network during certain periods of time.

Figure 34 gives an overview of the setup to be deployed for the smart management implementation.
This setup mainly connects several standard PLC controllers with a PC responsible for running the
smart management algorithm.

Figure 34 Schematic view of the smart management implementation
More specifically, the responsibilities of the three PLCs are the following:


The Building PLC : it is located at the Salammbô building, and controls both the central
heating system of the building and the domestic hot water system. It similar to a standard
PLC used in DH buildings, except that it has been extended with a dedicated control program
for providing load shedding capabilities. Thanks to this program, it is possible for the smart
management algorithm to provide maximal power set-points for a 15 minutes slot, which are
then translated into real-time temperature set-points by the PLC. Additionally, the PLC
contains security and smoothing functions to ensure that no hazard or degradation of the
system could be caused by erroneous set points from the smart management. The load
shedding behavior can be turned on and off automatically to control whether the regulation
is taking into account the maximal power set-point or using the standard regulation.
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The Substation PLC : it is located inside the Flaubert HP/LP substation, and controls both the
behavior of the substations heat exchanger and the PCM storage. It is also serves as a relay
between other PLC and the Smart Management PC, to which it is connected.
The Solar PLC : it controls the solar thermal field. It consists of standard regulation for such a
field, which aims at maximizing solar production output whenever possible. Data from the
solar field is used by the smart management algorithm to control the behavior of the other
systems (storage, load shedding), while taking into account the current and predicted
availability of solar thermal heat.

All PLC are interconnected thanks to a local area network. In particular, relevant data from the
building PLC and solar PLC are all transmitted to the substation PLC. Data is then exchanged between
the Substation PC and the Smart Management PC. The substation PLC is also connected to external
CCIAG systems enabling remote control as well as collection of relevant data from the substations.
These systems are also responsible for providing predicted data necessary for the smart
management algorithm (as ambient temperature forecast for example).
The Smart Management PC is located at the Flaubert HP/LP substation, next to the Substation PLC. It
is responsible for running the smart management algorithm described in D3.7, especially for
controlling the PCM storage and the building load shedding while taking into account several inputs,
such as the predicted weather conditions, solar production, energy prices in the main network.
The Data Logger is a dedicated device and associated software for collecting additional
measurements from the PCM storage. These measurements are not involved into the actual control
of the system, but will be analyzed in order to better validate the behavior and models of the PCM
storage.
A more detailed deliverable from the CEA about this subject is available (D 3.7 Final report for the
design of smart DHC system).
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The PCM storage had to be re-thinked for the energy needs of the two buildings connected to the
sub-station to combine with the CityZen periode. This changed leave to a correction action : the
reinforcement of the substation ground with the concrete beams was not well dimensioned, the
distance between the beams is too large of the actual storage; we designed a distribution base plate
and it took 2 weeks to be fabricated. Both transportation and installation were very delicate because
the tank was already instrumented with all the thermocouple probes. For the transportation, we
designed two steel transport cradles as wood ones will not be strong enough to support the weight.
It took 3 weeks to be fabricated.

At the beginning of the project, the solar panels were planned to be installed at the rooftop of the
Flaubert’s residential buildings but the architect of the new neighborhood area planned “social use”
to the rooftops so we needed to find another option. The chosen solution is a building used for an
association called Bifurk. It is an old warehouse so structural studies were needed. After the
structural studies, we had to do a diagnosis asbestos and we found asbestos in some of the areas we
need to do the works for the structure so it complicates the planning. The installation will be
completed first semester 2020.

This project is part of the gentlemen agreement so the monitoring will be donne in the next 12
months.
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Acronomyms
CCIAG
CEA
DH
DHW
HP/LP

Compagnie de Chauffage Intercommunale de l’Agglomération Grenobloise
Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives
District heating
Domestic hot water
High pressure/Low pressure
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